LINE VOLTAGE INTERCHANGEABLE LENS FIXTURE MOUNT: SWITCHING AND DIMMING (MVOLT)

FIXTURE BALLAST or LED DRIVER

LINE VOLTAGE INTERCHANGEABLE LENS FIXTURE MOUNT: DIMMING (MVOLT)

FIXTURE BALLAST or LED DRIVER

LINE VOLTAGE INTERCHANGEABLE LENS FIXTURE MOUNT: 2P W/ SINGLE ZONE ON/OFF PHOTOCONTROL (MVOLT)

Load 1
FIXTURE BALLAST or LED DRIVER

Load 2
FIXTURE BALLAST or LED DRIVER

LINE VOLTAGE INTERCHANGEABLE LENS FIXTURE MOUNT: 2-POLE (MVOLT)

Load 1
FIXTURE BALLAST or LED DRIVER

Load 2
FIXTURE BALLAST or LED DRIVER
LINE VOLTAGE INTERCHANGEABLE LENS FIXTURE MOUNT (HVOLT)

- **Fixure Ballast or LED Driver**
  - **Red**
  - **Blue**
  - **White**

LINE VOLTAGE INTERCHANGEABLE LENS FIXTURE MOUNT: DUAL POLE SWITCHING 2-PHASE (480 VAC)

- **Load**
  - **Phase A**
  - **Phase B**
  - **Line Phase A**
  - **Line Phase B**

LINE VOLTAGE INTERCHANGEABLE LENS FIXTURE MOUNT: 2P W/ SINGLE ZONE ON/OFF PHOTOCONTROL (HVOLT)

- **Load 1**
  - **Fixure Ballast or LED Driver**

- **Load 2**
  - **Fixure Ballast or LED Driver**

LINE VOLTAGE INTERCHANGEABLE LENS FIXTURE MOUNT: 2-POLE (HVOLT)

- **Load 1**
  - **Fixure Ballast or LED Driver**

- **Load 2**
  - **Fixure Ballast or LED Driver**

LINE VOLTAGE INTERCHANGEABLE LENS FIXTURE MOUNT: 2-PHASE (MVOLT)

- **Line Phase A**
  - **Line Phase B**

LINE VOLTAGE INTERCHANGEABLE LENS FIXTURE MOUNT: 2-PHASE (HVOLT)

- **Line Phase A**
  - **Line Phase B**